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Manifesto on the Value of the Eidetic Mind for Meditators, Spiritual 
Practitioners... and those who want to open even more to Loving  

Awareness and What Is, but your mind keeps getting in the way.
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“To undo our very ancient and very stuck habitual patterns of mind requires 
that we begin to turn around some of our most basic assumptions.”
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O ur mind creates stories about reality, and we believe them. Meditation and 
other spiritual practices take us to different, more expansive spaces. It can 

be very difficult to stay in the more open, meditative space both inside and outside 
of meditation and other specific spiritual practices. And, we all too often interfere 
with these practices, through the use and overuse of the conscious mind. After 
our practice, often, we then return to “life”, and it doesn’t reflect what we have 
experienced in our meditation. 

Our minds are jumpy, judgmental and feel all-consuming and hot, yet we know, 
we hope, we sense there is more to us. Are there other ways to use the mind, that 
support our practice and that support releasing the ego mind and going into a True 
open and loving space? Yes. One powerful way is through Eidetic Imagery.

The ancient Greeks discovered these transformative images in the mind and were 
so impressed by their power that they called them “gifts from the gods”. They 
recognized their value to take us out of the “rational”, conscious mind and take us 
to a much deeper experience of ourselves, one to which we don’t usually know we 
have access.

We Believe the Stories Our Mind 
Creates – But They Aren’t “True”
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During future manifesto installments, podcasts, video blogs and writings, I’ll be 
discussing these concepts and more importantly, giving you an experience of your 
own deeper mind through the Eidetic process. We’ll also be, virtually, doing this 
process together. 

You’ll have experiences of how your mind is currently interfering with your 
success, relationships, spiritual connection, and greater openness to what is 
truly available. And, when you participate fully, you’ll have the possibility of many 
openings inside of you - no matter how much personal work you’ve done and no 
matter for how long you’ve done it.

We Stubbornly Cling To the Most Difficult Parts Of Us – 
Especially As We Grow Older 

How do we change the most difficult, stubborn places inside of us in a way that 
is deep, profound and lasts? And, even better, in a way that the change affects us 
on every level of our Being? And...how does the conscious mind interfere with 
this, despite our best efforts, and what can we do about it?

Let’s take meditation for example. When a person meditates, they have in their 
mind to still their mind or have a one pointed focus or repeat a mantra such as I am 
Loving Awareness. Then, the mind interferes, repeatedly, and the task is to come 
back, over and over. 

Often beginning meditators think they are supposed to get themselves to stop 
thinking. But that of course focuses the mind on stopping thinking, which doesn’t 
work. You want to be empty and receptive, not thinking about not thinking. 
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People also use their conscious mind to try to figure out how to stop being 
dominated by their conscious mind. 
No good can come of this!

OK! If we can’t use our conscious mind to be more open,  
what can we use?

So what can a person do to support their practices and get out of their own way, in 
meditation and in life?

How do we break down and understand the pathways that people use to over-
solve with their minds? 

Let’s say we’re trying to solve a problem- family, relationship, success, business, 
any kind of mental or emotional entanglement. Many people start with “thinking”:  
if I can just understand this rationally, I can solve it.  Problem is, if you haven’t 
already solved it rationally, you most likely have interference on another, less 
conscious, more insidious level.  These other deeper levels of the mind defeat 
rational thinking with one-hand tied behind their back.

In the last decade or two, it has become common for people to rely on what they 
feel in their body to direct them to solutions. Problem is, our body sensations, 
emotions and feelings are filtered through our history. This means that our 
body sensations and emotions are not responding to the here and now, but to 
remembered history and past obstacles and traumas.

So even the well-intentioned, thoughtful person simply loops and loops and loops 
in the same repetitious feelings and thinking, thinking they are responding to a 
current dilemma/situation. Which they are definitely not. 
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When people start their problem solving with thinking, or with feelings, they 
are (inadvertently) insisting on using their memories and history to solve the 
problem. Yet, a deep problem or deep desire requires a different level of the mind; 
ex: emptying the self or being more loving awareness, even in the face of intense 
resistance. 

The memory and history part of the mind is designed not to solve, but to remind us 
of what has been. We need a part of the mind that is capable of being able to see 
and know what is in front of it, not just what it thinks it should see or feel. That’s 
why the ancient Greeks called these “gifts from the gods”, because that is exactly 
what the Eidetic mind does.

For example: One of the ideas Ram Dass, Krishna Das and others who studied with 
their guru in India years ago all speak about is how their minds were continually 
blown in India. The things their guru, Neem Karoli Baba, “Maharaji”, knew and 
did and which they were experiencing were not “possible”. Not if they used the 
conscious, rational mind. Then there was a continuous opening through Maharaji 
in their hearts and minds of what is possible. 

In the heart, the continuous opening was partly able to happen because they 
weren’t/couldn’t rely on their thinking mind and they weren’t relying on their 
memories of what is real or possible. This made for more room in the mind and 
especially heart. In some cases, it probably made for what seemed at the time any 
room in the heart. At least the way Krishna Das tells it in his autobiography.
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Eidetics is another way, a complementary way to spiritual practices, to go into the 
heart spaces and get out of the overly rational mind, and I think it has real value for 
meditators and people moving on an honest, real spiritual path and practice.

What happens when a person can meditate and get to a 
profound place, but then in life, the mind keeps interfering?

Or, meditation goes wonderfully but it feels like such a small slice of life, and again, 
the overly rational, conscious mind takes over the rest of the time? This is the 
place that Eidetics can support a person’s practices. And it certainly takes them to 
the place Sharon Salzburg speaks about - getting real with yourself. In Eidetics, we 
don’t begin with thought, history or feelings; we begin with an Eidetic image. And 
that image is the definition of getting real with ourselves.

Memory and history can only give us what we already have. 

Two examples - one Raghu Markus discusses often in his podcast Mindrolling, and 
the second one is a real person’s story. 

Raghu mentions often that people have a negative reaction to the word 
“emptiness” (originally mistranslated as void). Yet, he says, the meaning is really 
about emptying for receptivity. To my mind, a person could only have a negative 
reaction to the word “emptiness” if they are coming from their head about it, if 
they have thoughts about it first.
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Another option for understanding is to spend just a moment actually Eidetically 
looking (more about that in a bit) at, for example, Ram Dass as a younger man with 
Maharaji. When I look at that as an Eidetic image, (even though I wasn’t there) I 
don’t control or determine what I am seeing, but just let myself see what arises, I 
can see, literally see,  hearts blown open, and minds blown open, and an openness 
to love and what truly is. This image stuns me and also opens me as I look, and 
helps me to open even more.

There is nothing about this state that is a tragic or nullifying void or falling into a 
dark, terrifying chasm. Nothing. But if I had thought about emptiness with my 
mind, I might have “thought” so. But I no longer use my mind very much in those 
ways. And when I do, it gets overheated very fast, and I know it and recognize it 
light years faster than I used to. Because this overuse of the overheated, overly 
rational mind throws me into a harsh and lifeless place, a place of over-thinking,  a 
place which used to be the norm for me.

Part of the problem is that intelligent people often think the 
only resource they have of any value is their intelligence.

The thought of doing something that doesn’t start with the intellect can be 
terrifying. What else do I have? The answer, of course, is everything, but the 
conscious mind can’t, doesn’t, know that.

My second example helps you to understand how an Eidetic image is about getting 
real with ourselves, and being emptily receptive.
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She couldn’t stop being like the worst parts of her overly busy, harried mother– 
no matter how much she wanted to have fun and relax and enjoy her business…

I was a podcast guest recently with two hosts - a man and a woman, podcast host 
partners, together. We did an Eidetic image which, when you allow it to have a 
mind of its own, will pinpoint where you are stuck internally. It also viscerally can 
show you where you are also insistently blind to what you are doing to prolong that 
stuckness. It can be shocking, no matter how much personal work a person has done.

Briefly, the woman wanted more success in her business but was having trouble 
getting there. She saw (not in a memory, but in an Eidetic image) her father in 
the living room, very casual, watching TV and very much enjoying himself. As she 
looked at this Eidetic image which had arisen from her deeper mind, she felt warm 
and loved. And, though I did not know it at the time, her father committed suicide 
when she was 6. So to have him in this image, with such a positive feeling, was 
extraordinary for her.

Her mother was in the kitchen, busy, preoccupied, harried. So we have massive 
contrast, one extremely positive, one difficult and harsher. Which image was 
positive? Father’s, of course. Yet which image was she inextricably drawn to, 
couldn’t take her eyes off of? Mother’s, of course.  Her mind is tangled up in the 
image and feeling of her mother. Her mind won’t let go of it. For her to be seeing it 
this way, her Eidetic image is demonstrating what is going on inside her all the time. 
Not simply her history, but her current way of thinking and being.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Eidetic images don’t really deal with memory or history, even 
though the images often contain aspects of our parents from our past. What they 
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cast a light on is the patterns we’ve taken in from our past which are now inside of 
us, and often, all too often, running the show without any conscious awareness. This is 
why “dealing” with our parents only goes so far. We have to deal with the way they 
are now inside of us, regardless of our current relationships or past memories. That’s 
right – regardless of the current state of our relationship with them.  

What is the problem, which she later explained, about her work? The only way she 
can even imagine success is to be harried, overworked and strained like her mother 
(which is how she IS working now for success). But what she wants, and does most 
of the time, is divorce work from fun and just have fun, which is how she thinks 
about father in this image.

She thinks there is something wrong because he isn’t working like mother, he isn’t 
strained like mother. That’s her thinking. But when she just sees it, she feels warm 
and loved. But also bad – again the mind interferes - because he is relaxing and 
“shouldn’t” he be working!?

While she never would have said this about herself, she told me later, the image is 
painfully true - she literally has divorced fun from success, and chooses fun over 
success or success without fun, and goes back and forth between them. There is 
no middle ground in her mind. And her work overwhelms her life. She is constantly 
on the run, yet feels like she is going nowhere.

Her image is painful to her because she sees exactly how she has been splitting her 
life, and at the same time, not achieving the success she says she wants. To see and 
feel it this way, as she did during the podcast, shook her with truth.

If you, too, have been following along on the path you do NOT want, but can’t seem to 
stop, let’s talk! Simply  click here: www.MeAsIWanttoBe.com
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There is another level of consciousness in us –  
and it’s easily accessible

In Eidetics, the thinking, commenting, judging self stays out. With that part of us 
out of the way, and the Eidetic images leading instead, we come to another level of 
consciousness. 

The process itself keeps us in the moment, and out of  
our thoughts. Repeatedly. 

All of which is part of how this process can support someone interested in 
meditating or connecting to deeper levels of their consciousness. Deeper levels of 
consciousness are reached when in the Eidetic process partly because we are no 
longer creating from our past or from our thoughts. When we release that level 
of thinking, which all too often feels uncomfortably restrictive and familiar, and 
instead put our mind, our whole mind, in an Eidetic space, we begin to awaken.

From a more psychological level, the Eidetic imagery process is then not about 
trying to understand an Eidetic image, but of working with it in such a way that we 
regain the ability to stop simply blindly repeating history. We do this by working 
with the image, so the solutions and the resources emerge from inside the person. 
And it’s very real.
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To me, what Ram Dass and others he brought to India all experienced with 
Maharaji were parts of themselves, abilities, connections, love, that were already 
there - but covered over. So to experience it was extraordinary. But they weren’t 
“given” something that didn’t already exist in them. The ability to love, to expand, 
to go to other levels of consciousness, to feel the heart bloom open, those 
abilities were already there, but they didn’t have the access to them from the 
more fettered mind. He unfettered it so that they could know these places. They 
couldn’t question at those moments so they were able to experience beyond the 
thinking mind. All of this was mind-bogglingly bigger than what formerly seemed 
“real”. That’s how I see it, one way to describe it, one part of what I take in as I read 
and listen to them.

You can’t make yourself feel. You can’t force yourself to behave 
a certain way. If you could, you would already have done it.  

And yet….change IS possible.

As Bonnie Raitt says, you can’t make your heart feel something it won’t. You can’t 
make this woman podcast host allow the love and relaxation of this father to 
permeate her in the now, when she needs it the most, but has also walled herself 
off from it the most. But you can go with this Eidetic part of the mind, repeatedly, 
and connect the person to herself. That’s the work people do in Eidetics.

Another example.
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Thinking is a barrier, not a gate, to other levels of mind.

There are many beautiful and moving YouTube teachings from one Spiritual 
Master, a teacher who touches my heart and spirit. What I saw in one of his 
videos with his spiritual community, was this. First, he did a long, deep meditation 
which brought the followers repeatedly back into presence and consciousness. 
It was profound for me. All the truth that we are looking for was within that 
meditation. I felt great peace, and definitely fragments in moments of one 
pointedness, one centeredness, emptiness in the sense of receptivity. 

And then, after this beautiful experience of oneness, he offered questions and 
answers. One person stood up and asked a question in a very strong way, a 
question that was clearly troubling them. As I listened to them I saw that this 
person had prepared this question before the meditation experience, kept it 
alive during the meditation experience, and then brought it forward, completely 
unchanged from the way they had carried the question with them into the room, 
into the meditation. 

The Spiritual Master commented on this because it was so clear that their 
thinking process had never stopped about this question. Or to say it another way, 
even though the opportunity to shift had been available, even for a few moments, and 
therefore to be able to infect or affect the person’s own answer for themselves, this 
person was unable to let go of their thinking mind long enough to let the meditation 
permeate their being and answer their own question. 

More than simply answer their question, it would have eradicated the question 
completely.
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For me, and for my private and Heart + Spirit = Breakthroughs Mastermind clients, 
this state of thinking is often the barrier between us and what we want. And yet it 
is so pernicious because we know no other way. When I first met Dr. Ahsen, the 
father of Eidetic imagery therapy, I literally could not understand a single word 
that was coming out of his mouth. Yes, he spoke with an accent, (he was born 
and educated in India) and he was discussing very complicated concepts and 
processes. 

However, I had also spent eight years of my life living in other countries and 
speaking with people from other countries in my daily life, and I certainly knew 
how to understand accents and intricate concepts. The problem was that he was 
combating my ideas of myself with deeper truth, and I wasn’t able to take them in.

In fact, I was sealing the door with my mind. 

It wasn’t until 20 years later, when I re-discovered Eidetic imagery “by mistake”, 
and my mind was a little calmer and a little clearer of debris, that there was space 
inside me to actually take in what he said. The shock for me was that what he was 
saying was what I had been looking for.... for decades. 

It’s not what you think.

Anyone who has a deep spiritual practice knows that we are more than our mind, 
and deeper than our thoughts. What is the circle of peace within which the mind 
is not directing? When “reality” is so strong, what are ways we can work with the 
mind to release it from the stranglehold, the crust of our history? 
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We make our history and our thinking positive or negative with meaning. But those 
are simply the thoughts we entertain. Individual consciousness has other options, 
which go beyond the mind’s intentions. Eidetics is a direct experience. It is an 
experiential model of letting go of our pre-conceived thoughts and mind-constrained 
desires by not directing the mind. And so, by not directing the mind, to receive 
life newly. It’s a doorway to loving awareness. It allows there to be a “crack in 
everything, which is how the light gets in”.

Note from Wendy Yellen: Be sure to check your inbox and spam folder (just in case) for 
future installments of your Spiritual Manifesto.  Together we’ll explore more deeply the 
intersection between the teachings of Spiritual Masters (Ram Dass, Pema Chödrön 
and more!) and how Eidetics can support the flow between your spiritual practice and 
your life. 

Where to from here?
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So What Is Your Next Step?
Now that you’ve read your Spiritual Manifesto, reflected on how your mind is 
interfering, and understood more about how your mind interferes with what you 
want most, you may be wondering how to take this deeper and further for YOU!

You may be asking yourself….

HOW  can I let my monkey mind go more?

WHAT will allow me to be in my spiritual practices even more?

WHY  don’t I feel  more connection, more empathy, more depth in my life outside
of my spiritual practices and…

WHAT can I do about it NOW?

These are great questions, and can pave the way for you, your life, and your 
spiritual quest, to take an even deeper and more delicious turn.

So, for the how, the what and the why, and an extremely powerful experience of 
how your history and conscious mind currently interferes with your connection to 
something Greater, be sure to watch this unique and very personal-to-you 
experiential Eidetic video here: www.wendyyellen.com/talktowendy.

Be sure to fill out the application on the page so we can have a complimentary 
private one-on-one conversation about how this work, Eidetics, and I can support 
you living a life that is not half-lived.

And then….let’s talk!

www.wendyyellen.com/talk-to-wendy

